
Metaphors Poem
for 3rd Grade

1. "Butterflies in the Garden"
Metaphors:

● Butterflies as Flying Flowers: Represents the beauty and delicacy of butterflies.

● Garden as a Painter's Palette: Symbolizes the variety and vibrancy of nature.

● Sun as a Golden Spotlight: Illustrates the warmth and brightness of sunlight.

2. "The Laughing Brook"
Metaphors:

● Brook as a Laughing Child: Represents the joyful and lively nature of the stream.

● Stones as the Brook's Playmates: Symbolizes the interaction between water and rocks.

● Trees Whispering Secrets: Implies the gentle sounds of nature as communication.

3. "Moon's Lullaby"
Metaphors:

● Moon as a Night's Lantern: Suggests guidance and illumination in darkness.

● Stars as Twinkling Eyes: Represents wonder and beauty in the night sky.

● Night as a Soft Blanket: Conveys comfort and protection.

4. "The Kite's Dance"
Metaphors:

● Kite as a Dancing Bird: Symbolizes freedom and grace.



● Wind as a Playful Companion: Suggests the enabling force of nature.

● Sky as a Vast Stage: Represents opportunity and boundless space.

5. "The Ocean's Song"
Metaphors:

● Waves as Melodies: Symbolizes the rhythmic and soothing nature of ocean waves.

● Sand as a Soft Canvas: Represents the ever-changing nature of shorelines.

● Seashells as Ocean's Treasures: Suggests the beauty and mystery of marine life.

6. "Sunflower's Smile"
Metaphors:

● Sunflower as a Beaming Face: Represents joy and positivity.

● Petals as Rays of Sunshine: Suggests warmth and radiance.

● Stem as a Strong Backbone: Symbolizes resilience and support.

7. "The Mountain's Majesty"
Metaphors:

● Mountain as a Sleeping Giant: Represents grandeur and endurance.

● Trees as Mountain's Hair: Suggests natural adornment and growth.

● Clouds as Mountain's Thoughts: Implies the transient and ethereal aspects of thoughts.

8. "Rain's Soft Touch"
Metaphors:

● Raindrops as Nature's Fingers: Symbolizes the delicate and caring touch of rain.

● Thunder as Earth's Laughter: Represents the powerful and joyous aspects of storms.

● Puddles as Mirrors: Suggests reflection and depth.

9. "The Apple Tree's Gift"
Metaphors:

● Apples as Nature's Candies: Represents the sweetness and nourishment of fruit.



● Branches as Welcoming Arms: Suggests the tree's offering and sheltering nature.

● Leaves as Green Blankets: Symbolizes protection and comfort.

10. "Winter's White Canvas"
Metaphors:

● Snow as a Blanket: Represents the covering and transforming power of snow.

● Icicles as Nature's Sculptures: Suggests the artistic and transient nature of winter.

● Footprints as Stories: Implies the personal and unique experiences of winter.

11. "The Book's Adventure"
Metaphors:

● Pages as Paths: Symbolizes the journey and exploration in stories.

● Words as Companions: Represents the guidance and companionship of literature.

● Cover as a Gateway: Suggests the entrance to new worlds and experiences.

12. "The City's Heartbeat"
Metaphors:

● Streets as Veins: Represents the life and movement in a city.

● Buildings as Bones: Suggests the structural and foundational aspects of a city.

● Lights as Pulses: Symbolizes the vibrancy and energy of urban life.

13. "The Garden's Secrets"
Metaphors:

● Flowers as Whispering Friends: Suggests the hidden life and conversations in a garden.

● Butterflies as Secrets: Represents the fleeting and delicate aspects of nature.

● Sunrise as Awakening: Implies the beginning and renewal of life.

14. "Clouds' Playful Journey"
Metaphors:

● Clouds as Floating Ships: Symbolizes the journey and freedom of clouds.



● Sun as a Guiding Light: Represents direction and clarity.

● Rainbow as a Bridge: Suggests connection and wonder.

15. "The Wind's Whisper"
Metaphors:

● Wind as a Storyteller: Represents the wind carrying tales and history.

● Breeze as a Gentle Caress: Suggests the comforting and soft nature of the wind.

● Gusts as Excited Messengers: Implies the dynamic and forceful aspect of wind's

communication.
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